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Abstract
Early neutral beam injection is used in the National Spherical Torus Experiment
(NSTX) to heat the electrons and slow current penetration which keeps q(0) elevated to
avoid deleterious MHD activity and at the same time reduces Ohmic flux consumption, all
of which aids long pulse operation. However, the low plasma current (Ip ~ 0.5 MA) and
electron density (ne ~ 1x1013cm-3) attending early injection lead to elevated orbit and shine
through losses. The inherent orbit losses are aggravated by large excursions in the outer
gap width during current ramp up.

An investigation of this behavior using various

energetic particle diagnostics on NSTX and TRANSP analysis is presented.

1. Introduction

In the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [1,2], advanced operational
techniques are employed to induce H-mode during discharge initiation, including early
neutral beam injection near the time of a brief pause or “flat-spot” in the current ramp up
[3].

This scheme aids in the attainment of long pulse discharges by reducing flux

consumption and delaying the onset of deleterious MHD activity [4]. The reason for this
behavior is straightforward. The electron temperature profile broadens thereby reducing
the plasma resistance to slow Ohmic current penetration and preserve an elevated core
safety factor (q), thus increasing MHD stability. The pressure profile broadens which
increases the bootstrap current, saving flux consumption.

The broader pressure profile

also permits the achievement of higher b by delaying onset of deleterious MHD activity.
The magnetic field topology in contemporary spherical tokamaks can cause
substantial prompt loss of energetic ions, particularly at low plasma current levels.
Spherical tokamaks operate at significantly lower magnetic field than do most tokamaks;
e.g. BT = 0.3 - 0.6 T in NSTX compared to 2 – 5 T in conventional aspect ratio tokamaks. In
conventional tokamaks, the poloidal magnetic field strength typically is much less than the
toroidal field. As a result, the radial excursion of an energetic ion drift orbit is roughly the
size of a poloidal gyroradius, which is considerably greater than the size of the Larmor
radius. In spherical tokamaks, however, the poloidal magnetic field strength can exceed
that of the toroidal field and the radial extent of the drift orbit can be comparable to the
Larmor orbit. For example, the gyroradius of 80 keV D co-injected NB heating ions in
NSTX can be ~ 0.3 m at the outboard midplane of the plasma. This is a sizable fraction of
the 0.68 m minor radius for a typical plasma.
The prompt loss of neutral beam ions from NSTX [5] is expected to be between
12% and 42% of the total beam power, depending on the plasma current (1 MA to 0.6
MA). Such losses are diagnosed either from temperature measurements of ion deposition
on first wall structures or by Faraday cup probes [6] which detect ions on loss orbits.
Losses of ions with energy above 1 keV in NSTX have been measured with a Faraday cup
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probe located at the vessel midplane [7]. In addition to this prompt loss to first-wall
structures, orbit excursions beyond the separatrix combined with high atomic and
molecular density enveloping the plasma can result in a depletion of the energetic ion
population due to the energy-dependent charge-exchange losses.

2. Diagnostic Observations of NB Turn-0n Energetic Ion Loss

In this section, the diagnostics used on NSTX to directly measure the energy
distribution of confined and lost ions are described first and then measurements indicative
of ion loss during early neutral beam injection are presented.
The Neutral Particle Analyzer(NPA) diagnostic on NSTX [8] utilizes a PPPL-designed
E||B spectrometer [9] which measures the mass-resolved energy spectra of H and D
neutrals simultaneously with a time resolution of ~1 ms set by signal-to-noise levels. The
calibrated energy range is E = 0.5 – 150 keV and the energy resolution varies from DE/E =
7% at low E to DE/E = 3% at high E. The detector consists of a large area microchannel
plate that is provided with two rectangular, semi-continuous active area rows for detecting
H and D. Each mass row has 39 energy channels. The NPA measures Maxwellian
spectra of residual hydrogen in deuterium plasmas to obtain ion temperatures [10] and
deuterium energetic ion spectra produced by neutral beam (NB) injection into deuterium
plasmas [11]. As shown in Fig. 1, the NPA views across the co-injection paths of the three
neutral beam lines on NSTX that inject at RNB of ~ 0.7 m (source A), ~ 0.6 m (source B)
and ~ 0.5 m (source C). In NSTX, by convention the neutral beam tangency radii are
positive for injection in the co-direction. On the other hand, the convention adopted for the
3

NPA is that positive sightline tangency radii correspond to viewing co-directed ions. The
horizontal scanning capability for the NPA over a sightline tangency range of Rtan = 1.25 m
to Rtan = - 0.75 m has enabled measurement of the anisotropic energy distribution of the
beam ions.
A solid state Neutral Particle Analyzer (ssNPA) array [12] installed on the NSTX
also measures the energy distribution of energetic NB particles. The array consists of four
chords viewing through a common vacuum flange. The tangency radii of the viewing
chords are 60, 90, 100, and 120 cm. They view across the three co-injection neutral beam
lines on NSTX and detect co-going energetic ions. The present detectors are silicon
photodiodes and the count rate is limited to 2x105 cps due to saturation of the signal
processing electronics. The calibrated energy range is 40 ~ 129 keV, the energy resolution
is ~ 10 keV and the time resolution is ~ 1 ms.
The scintillator Fast Lost Ion Probe (sFLIP) [13] on NSTX is a magnetic
spectrometer that employs a combination of ambient magnetic field and aperture geometry
to disperse ions of different pitch angles and energies onto a sclntillator plate. The image
on the plate is transferred through a 50 x 50 fiber optic bundle to a CCD camera. Through
orbit analysis, the distribution of the energetic ion image on the scintillator is related to the
gyroradius (or energy) and pitch angle of the lost ions. The energy resolution is ~ 80 keV,
the pitch angle resolution is ~ 6o and the time resolution is ~ 16 ms.
Fig. 2 illustrates the generic signature that is observed on the NPA signal due to
energetic ion loss attending early NB injection. Shown is the NPA flux signal at ED = 70
keV and the waveform for neutral beam injection. Source B with Eb = 88 keV us turned on
at t = 50 ms followed by Source A with Eb = 88 keV at 200 ms. Initially the NPA signal
4

shows a “normal” rise but then suddenly drops by ~ 70% followed by a recovery phase up
to turn-on of the second beam. This turn-on drop is not a detector saturation effect, since
even higher signal levels are sustained after turn-on of the second NB. The second beam
may also exhibit turn-on loss, but very modest compared with the first beam.
Discharges with early (SN112157 in red) and late (SN112088 in blue) NB injection
are compared in Fig. 3. During the time of interest up to t ~ 300 ms, both discharges are
similar with regard to plasma current, electron density, beam energy, injected power and
outer gap evolution. For late injection, the NPA signal and the neutron rate rise smoothly
to a plateau. For early injection, however, the initial rise in the NPA signal quickly
collapses and neutron production is minimal.
Fig. 4 shows the 3D spectrum of the NPA flux versus deuterium ion energy and
time for the late injection case. The point to note is that following beam turn-on the flux
rises smoothly at all energy and rolls over to an equilibrium distribution. However, for the
early injection case shown in Fig. 5, the 3D spectrum of the NPA flux versus deuterium ion
energy and time rises promptly at all energies but then collapses and “wobbles” (encircled
region). When the second beam is turned on at t = 200 ms, the flux rises smoothly and
rolls over to an equilibrium distribution as seen in the late turn-on case in Fig. 4.
The NPA signal is shown for a selection of channels in the energy range Eb/2 < E ≤
Eb) for SN112157 in Fig. 6. The solid red and blue lines mark the turn-on of the first and
second beams, respectively. The dashed lines track the delay, Dt,, in signal peaking with
decreasing energy that is simply the effect of classical ion slowing down. The slowingdown time on electrons first defined by Spitzer [14] is given by
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t se = 6.27 ¥1014
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†
Ecrit , the critical energy at which ions and electrons receive a equal energy transfer from
the beam ions, is given by

E crit = 14.8Ab Te

( [ZA ] )
i

2/3

(2)

i

† to mass ratio of the bulk ions (denoted by the subscript ‘i’) is
where the average charge

[Z i ] = Â j n j (Z j / A j )ln L j
2

Ai

n e ln L e

(3)

†
and the subscript ‘j’ indexes
the bulk and impurity ion species. Units in the above
expressions are time(s), energy(eV), mass(AMU), Te(eV) and ne(m-3).
For SN112157 shown in Fig. 6, at t1 = 0.08 s, Te ~ 200 eV and ne ~ 1.2x1019m-3
while at t2 = 0.17 s, Te ~ 600 eV and ne ~ 2.1x1019m-3. From Eq. 1 and using lnL ~ 15, the
calculated ratio of slowing-down times is t 1 / t 2 ~ 28 ms/58 ms ~ 0.48, which agrees
reasonably well with the measured value of 0.5 (measured over only a portion of the
energy slowing-down range). This provides supporting evidence that the NPA signal is
“real” (e.g. not a detector saturation effect).
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The evolution of the ssNPA and E||B NPA signals around the time of early injection
are compared in Fig. 7 for discharge SN113192. Source B injected at t = 70 ms and
Source A at t = 170 ms, both with Eb = 99 keV and Pb = 2.4 MW. The center column in red
shows the ssNPA signals for a range of deuterium energies and the right-hand column in
blue gives the matching E||B signals.

As is evident, the solid state Neutral Particle

Analyzer (ssNPA) on NSTX exhibits a similar time evolution following early beam injection
as the E||B NPA, except the signal drop appears to be somewhat deeper than that of the
NPA. Since different detectors are used in the two systems, this provides further evidence
against detector saturation effects.
ORBIT code analysis shows that prompt orbit loss occurs when fast ions are either
born in a loss cone or evolve into it due to radial transport and/or pitch angle scattering.
As shown in Fig. 8, prompt loss increases with decreasing plasma current and outer gap
width. The loss also increases with decreasing tangency radius of the NB injectors. It is
worth noting that prompt ion loss is not a linear function of the outer gap width, dgap, but
varies approximately as exp(-dgap/L) where L ~ 4 cm. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the scintillator
Fast Loss Ion Probe (sFLIP) exhibits energetic ion loss during early beam injection at low
plasma current, Ip ~ 500 kA. The gyroradius range, r ~ 25 cm, is consistent with ion loss
at Eb = 90 keV in the ambient magnetic field of B = 0.25 T at the detector location. The
pitch angle range, c ~ 30o, indicates loss of trapped ions. This loss signal vanishes
around t = 0.15 s as the plasma current is ramps above Ip ~ 700 kA.
Some other diagnostics on NSTX provide supporting evidence of energetic ion loss
during early NB injection. The neutron production in NSTX is predominantly from beam-
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target reactions.

Thus the neutron rate is a robust measure of the energetic ion

population. During early NB injection, the neutron yield is suppressed beyond what can
be attributed to low values of the plasma density and temperature. The Charge Exchange
Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostic shows that the toroidal rotation is also
suppressed in this time interval. Thus both diagnostic measurements are consistent,
albeit somewhat indirectly, with significant loss of energetic ions during early NB injection

3. TRANSP Analysis of NB Turn-on Energetic Ion Loss

In addition to a host of plasma parameters, the TRANSP code [15] is capable of
simulating the NPA neutral flux measurements including horizontal and vertical scanning
of the sightline. In this section, diagnostic measurements and TRANSP calculations will
be compared to investigate the nature of early NB turn-on loss.
Fig. 10 shows the evolution of various quantities from diagnostic measurements
and TRANSP calculations that are of relevance to understanding ion loss attending early
NB injection, with the time of interest (TOI) denoted by the shaded vertical bar. From the
top left panel, TRANSP simulation of the NPA signal (red) is in reasonable agreement with
the NPA measurement (black). From the time of discharge initiation to the TOI, the
measured outer gap width decreases by DGap = 13 cm and the calculated plasma volume
increases by D Vol = 3 m3. During the TOI, the calculated orbit loss peaks (red) and the
mean energy decreases for both the perpendicular (green) and parallel (blue) ion
components. Early injection occurs at low values of Ip ~ 0.5 MA and ne ~ 1x1013cm-3 in Lmode. Measured (black and tan) and calculated (red) neutron yields are low as is the
8

stored fast ion energy. Also during the TOI, the calculate NB torque drive (red) and
measured toroidal rotation velocity (black) are suppressed due to elevated orbit torque
loss (green). Note that the NPA measures the residual ion population and not the prompt
loss ions, hence the anti-correlation between these quantities.
TRANSP calculation of power accounting for early NB injection corresponding to
Fig. 10 is shown in Fig.11. In the TOI, early shine through (~ 20%) and orbit (~ 40%)
losses reduce the effective NB heating to ~ 40% of Pinj. Although not shown, NB power
lost to charge exchange is negligible at ~ 70 kW. According to TRANSP calculations, for
early NB injection the deposition is core-weighted.
Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of outer gap excursion on ion loss attending early NB
injection. As in Fig. 10, the evolution of various quantities from diagnostic measurements
and TRANSP calculations are shown with the time of interest (TOI) denoted by the shaded
vertical bar. From the top left panel, TRANSP simulation of the NPA signal (red) is in
reasonable agreement with the NPA measurement (black). From the time of discharge
initiation to the TOI, the variation of the measured out gap width, DGap = 7 cm and the
calculated plasma volume, DVol = 1.2 m3, are about half of that for Fig. 10. During the TOI,
the calculated orbit loss (red) and the drop in the mean value of the perpendicular (green)
and parallel (blue) ion energy components are reduced compared with Fig. 10. As before,
injection occurs at low values of Ip ~ 0.5 MA and ne ~ 1x1013cm-3 in L-mode. During the
TOI, measured (black) and calculated (red) neutron yields are low as is the stored fast ion
energy. Also, NB power accounting shows reduced orbit loss. Thus avoiding outer gap
excursions to small widths appears to reduce energetic ion loss during early NB injection.

9

The ion loss observed by the NPA varies with the sightline tangency radius. For the
two discharges SN111478 and SN111482 shown in Fig. 13, the start-up parameters such
as plasma current, electron density and outer gap excursion and so forth were very
similar. For reference, the injected power (top panel) and calculated orbit loss (bottom
panel) are shown in blue. The amplitude and evolution of the measured (black) and
calculated (red) NPA signals, all at Ed = 70 keV, are significantly different for sightline
tangency radii of Rtan = 120 cm (top panel) and Rtan = 80 cm (bottom panel). This suggests
the existence of a spatial or pitch angle dependence to the ion loss observed by the NPA.
Further evidence of this is provided by a shot-by-shot horizontal scan of the NPA
diagnostic to obtain the charge exchange flux as a function of energy and tangency radius
during early injection of Source B as shown in Fig. 14. The scan was performed over a
sequence of shot ranging from SN111478 to SN111492. NB turn-on loss in the region of
E > Eb/2 appears to be localized in the spatial range of 60 < Rtan (cm) < 115 (encircled
region). As will be discussed next, this region corresponds to the NPA viewing primarily
trapped particles.
TRANSP simulation of the NPA diagnostic is used to calculate the emissivity or
source of the NPA signal as a function of distance along the NPA sightline. In Fig 15, the
sum of the beam and edge neutral densities as a function of distance along the NPA
sightline is shown by the green curves. The NB contribution is small as noted by its
“location” along the NPA sightline. The fast ion distribution at E = 60 keV is shown by the
ragged black curves. The product of the neutral and fast ion distributions yields the
charge exchange emissivity shown by the red curve that is clearly edge-weighted. The
correlation between distance along the NPA sightline and normalized minor radius is given
10

by the smooth black curve labeled r/a and the associated pitch is given by the blue curve.
The bottom line is that NPA measurements of early beam loss are edge-weighted and
correspond to trapped or barely trapped ion orbits.

4. Source Options for Early NB Turn-on

TRANSP modeling suggests different NB sources have different turn-on loss
characteristics. EFIT [16 ,17] equilibria for SN112157 along with the tangency footprint of
Source B are shown at the start of early NB injection (t = 80 ms) and 60 ms later are
shown in Fig 16, illustrating the dynamic evolution of the plasma cross section, outer gap
width and plasma volume during the start-up phase. This illustration suggests that using
Source A for start-up, whose tangency radius is displaced ~ 10 cm closer to the plasma
core, might have an advantage in reducing the shine-through and orbit loss relative to
Source B. To investigate this conjecture, the energetic ion loss was examined for several
dischages that were nominally identical except that different, single, NB sources were used
for early injection.
In Fig. 17, the use of Source A (SN112164) versus Source B (SN112159) for early
beam injection is compared. (Though not shown in detail, Source C proved to be clearly
inferior.) The discharge parameters from the top left, Ip, ne, Pb, and D Gap are identical for
both discharges. The NPA signal at ED = 80 keV showed relatively reduced ion loss for
Source A compared with either Source B or Source C. TRANSP power accountability
shows that at 20 ms after turn-on, Source A delivered 300 kW more heating power than
Source B, a 50 % gain due to a reduction in shine through and orbit losses. In the
11

absence of possible other deleterious effects, it would appear that Source A would give
better performance as the early start-up beam.

5. Summary

Early neutral beam injection is used in NSTX to heat the electrons and slow current
penetration which keeps q(0) elevated to avoid deleterious MHD activity and at the same
time reduces Ohmic flux consumption, all of which aids long pulse operation. However,
the low plasma current (Ip ~ 0.5 MA) and electron density (ne ~ 1x1013cm-3) attending early
injection lead to elevated orbit and shine through losses. For NB injection, whether early
or late, n=1, 2 MHD activity at f ~ 50 kHz typically sets in at ~ 20 ms after start of injection.
This activity appears to be benign since no evidence has emerged so far to indicate the
existence of any anomalous energetic ion loss processes. The inherent orbit losses are
aggravated by large excursions to small outer gap widths during current ramp up. Better
gap control is possible as demonstrated in experiments using HHFW heating. TRANSP
analysis indicated that orbit loss could be reduced by ~ 50% by using Source A for start-up
rather than Source B. Since Source A is the designated beam for MSE measurements, it
could well be the preferred source provided there are not other offsetting deleterious
elements such as MHD activity.
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Source C: RNB = 48.7 cm
B: RNB = 59.2 cm
Neutral Beam
A: RNB = 69.4 cm
Injector
Neutral Particle
Analyzer

Rtan = 125cm

Rtan = -75 cm

Figure 1. The Neutral Particle Analyzer (NPA) on NSTX views
across the three neutral beam injection sources and can be
scanned over a wide range of sightline tangency radii, Rtan, on
a shot-to-shot basis. Rtan, is the perpendicular distance
between the machine center and the NPA sightline. Positive
(negative) values of Rtan, view co(counter)-going ions.
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Figure 2. Shown is the NPA flux signal at ED = 70 keV and the
waveform for neutral beam injection. Source B with Eb = 88 keV
is turned on at t = 50 ms followed by Source A with Eb = 88 keV
at 200 ms. Initially the NPA signal shows a “normal” rise but then
suddenly drops by ~ 70% followed by a recovery phase up to
turn-on of the second beam. This is not a detector saturation
effect, since even higher signal levels are sustained after turn-on
of the second NB. The second beam may also exhibit turn-on
loss, but very modest compared with the first beam.
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Figure 3. Discharges with early (SN112157 in red) and late
(SN112088 in blue) NB injection are compared. In the time of
interest up to t ~ 300 ms, both discharges are similar with regard
to plasma current, electron density, beam energy and injected
power and outer gap evolution. For late injection, the NPA signal
and the neutron rate rise smoothly to a plateau. For early
injection, however, the initial rise in the NPA signal quickly
collapses and neutron production is minimal.
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Figure 4. Shown is the 3D spectrum of the NPA flux versus
deuterium ion energy and time for the late injection case. The
point to note is that following beam turn-on the flux rises smoothly
at all energies and rolls over to an equilibrium distribution.
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collapses and “wobbles” (encircled region). When the second beam is
turned on at t = 200 ms, the flux rises smoothly and rolls over to an
equilibrium distribution as seen in the late turn-on case in Fig. 4.
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is “real”: e.g. not a detector saturation effect.
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Figure 7 The Solid State Neutral Particle Analyzer (ssNPA) on NSTX
exhibits the same time evolution following early beam injection as the E||B
NPA. Since different detectors are used in the two systems, this provides
further evidence against detector saturation effects.
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Figure 8. ORBIT code analysis shows that prompt orbit loss occurs when fast
ions are either born in a loss cone or evolve into it due to radial transport
and/or pitch angle scattering. As shown in the figure, prompt loss increases
with degreasing plasma current and outer gap width. The loss also increases
with decreasing tangency radius of the NB injectors.
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during early beam injection at low plasma current, Ip ~ 500 kA. This loss signal
vanishes around 0.15 s as the current is ramps above Ip ~700 kA.
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Figure 10. The evolution of various quantities from diagnostic measurements and TRANSP
calculations of relevance to understanding ion loss attending early NB injection are shown with
the time of interest (TOI) denoted by the shaded vertical bar. From the top left panel, TRANSP
simulation of the NPA signal (red) is in reasonable agreement with the NPA measurement
(black). From the time of discharge initiation to the TOI, the measured outer gap width
decreases by DGap = 13 cm and the calculated plasma volume increases by DVol = 3 m3. During
the TOI, the calculated orbit loss peaks (red) and the mean energy decreases for both the
perpendicular (green) and parallel (blue) ion components. Early injection occurs at low values
of Ip ~ 0.5 MA and ne ~ 1x1013cm-3 in L-mode. Measured (black and tan) and calculated (red)
neutron yields are low as is the stored fast ion energy. Also during the TOI, the calculated NB
torque drive (red) and measured toroidal rotation velocity (black) are suppressed due to
elevated orbit torque loss (green). Note that the NPA measures the residual ion population and
not the prompt loss ions, hence the anti-correlation between these quantities.
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Figure 11. TRANSP calculation of power accounting for early NB
injection corresponding to Fig. 10 is shown. In the TOI, early
shine through (~ 20%) and orbit (~ 40%) losses reduce the
effective NB heating to ~ 40% of Pinj. Although not shown, NB
power lost to charge exchange is negligible at ~ 70 kW. According
to TRANSP calculations, for early NB injection the deposition is
core-weighted.
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Figure 12. This figure illustrates the effect of outer gap excursion on ion loss attending
early NB injection. As in Fig. 10, the evolution of various quantities from diagnostic
measurements and TRANSP calculations are shown with the time of interest (TOI)
denoted by the shaded vertical bar. From the top left panel, TRANSP simulation of the
NPA signal (red) is in reasonable agreement with the NPA measurement (black). From the
time of discharge initiation to the TOI, the variations of the measured out gap width, DGap =
7 cm and the calculated plasma volume, DVol = 1.2 m3, are about half of that for Fig. 10.
During the TOI, the calculated orbit loss (red) and the drop in the mean value of the
perpendicular (green) and parallel (blue) ion energy components are reduced compared
with Fig. 10. As before, injection occurs at low values of Ip ~ 0.5 MA and ne ~ 1x1013cm-3 in
L-mode. During the TOI, measured (black) and calculated (red) neutron yields are low as
is the stored fast ion energy. Also, NB power accounting shows reduced orbit loss.
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Figure 13. The ion loss observed by the NPA varies with the sightline tangency radius,
suggesting the existence of a spatial or pitch angle dependence. For the two
discharges shown, SN111478 and SN111482, the start-up parameters such as plasma
current, electron density, outer gap excursion and so forth were very similar. For
reference, the injected power (top panel) and calculated orbit loss (bottom panel) are
shown in blue. The amplitude and evolution of the measured (black) and calculated
(red) NPA signals, all at Ed = 70 keV, are significantly different for sightline tangency
radii of Rtan = 120 cm (top panel) and Rtan = 80 cm (bottom panel).
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Spectrum: NPA_HScan01
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Figure 14. A shot-by-shot horizontal scan of the NPA diagnostic was
performed to obtain the charge exchange flux as a function of energy and
tangency radius during early injection of Source B in a discharge sequence
ranging from SN111478 to SN111492. NB turn-on loss in the region of E >
Eb/2 appears to be localized in the spatial range of 60 < Rtan (cm) < 115
(encircled region).
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Figure 15. TRANSP simulation of the NPA diagnostic is used to calculate the
emissivity or source of the NPA signal as a function of distance along the NPA
sightline. The sum of the beam and edge neutral densities is shown by the green
curves. The NB contribution is small as noted by its “location” along the NPA
sightline. The fast ion distribution at E = 60 keV is shown by the ragged black
curves. The product of the neutral and fast ion distributions yields the charge
exchange emissivity shown by the red curve that is clearly edge-weighted. The
correlation between distance along the NPA sightline and normalized minor radius
is given by the smooth black curve labeled r/a and the associated pitch is given by
the blue curve. The bottom line is that NPA measurements of early beam loss are
edge-weighted and correspond to trapped or barely trapped ion orbits.
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Figure 16. EFIT equilibria for SN112157 along with the tangency
footprint of Source B are shown at the start of early NB injection (t =
80 ms) and 60 ms later, illustrating the dynamic evolution of the
plasma cross section, outer gap width and plasma volume during the
start-up phase. This illustration suggests that using Source A for
start-up, whose tangency radius is displaced ~ 10 cm closer to the
plasma core, might have an advantage in reducing the shine-through
and orbit loss relative to Source B.
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Figure 17. Use of Source A (SN112164) versus Source B (SN112159)
for early beam injection is compared (Source C is clearly inferior).
The discharge parameters from the top left, Ip, ne, Pb, and D Gap are
identical for both discharges. The NPA signal at ED = 80 keV showed
relatively reduced ion loss for Source A compared with either Source
B or Source C. TRANSP power accountability shows that at 20 ms
after turn-on, Source A delivered 300 kW more heating power than
Source B, a 50 % gain due to a reduction in shine through and orbit
losses.
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